MANAGED CLOUD-AWS AT-A-GLANCE

SIMPLE, SECURE AND
INTEGRATED DEPLOYMENT
OF AWS RESOURCES
Managed Cloud –
AWS from Sungard
Availability Services
(Sungard AS) enables
the flexibility, scalability
and reliability of the
industry-leading AWS
cloud within your hybrid
IT environments without
sacrificing the control,
compliance and security
your business requires.

Public cloud is driving big changes in the market today and providing a
foundation for innovation and digital business transformation. Forrester estimates
that by 2020 the public cloud market will reach $235 billion.¹ Much public cloud
use is driven by line-of-business and marketing and strategy leads, but CIOs and
their IT organisations are increasingly expected to be in the driver’s seat.
Amazon Web Services (AWS) is the cloud leader and has made it very easy for
organisations to start using the AWS cloud. However, once your use of AWS
expands, compliance and sprawl issues can become cause for concern. With
Managed Cloud—AWS, Sungard AS provides you with the tools to provision
AWS resources in a simple, secure, integrated model enabling cross-platform
deployments meeting compliance, scalability, and availability requirements.

A COMMON MANAGEMENT TOOLSET
The benefits of public cloud are clear. But what happens when your organisation
lacks control and visibility of your cloud resources? While the flexibility and
scalability of public cloud provide a foundation for digital business transformation,
it comes with the need for visibility, control and compliance. Managed Cloud—AWS
provides enterprise support delivered through a common management toolset that
solves the challenges of managing multiple AWS accounts.
• View, access, and manage all your AWS resources with a single set of
credentials across test/dev and production environments
• New, self-management tool offers a consistent environment between test/dev
and production workloads to simplify application deployment
• OS management from Sungard AS includes monitoring, patching, anti-virus
and incident resolution for your critical workloads
• Operational support from Sungard AS ensures uptime of critical resources

SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE ARE CRITICAL
AWS provides the basic building blocks for configuration and compliance across
your AWS accounts. Managed Cloud—AWS ensures these checks are enabled
and enforced across every one of your AWS accounts and that they meet your
security and compliance requirements.
• Gather data and keep tabs on provisioning activity in every account with
native AWS Config and AWS CloudTrail tools
• Enable and apply best-practice architecture for your AWS accounts
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• Enforce configurations globally, across your entire AWS
deployment
• Built-in billing alerts make sure your team doesn’t overspend

Build Resiliency into your AWS
Environments with Cloud-based Recovery
Cloud Recovery—AWS addresses the specific needs of AWS
users with a purpose- built, SLA-backed solution that focuses
solely on managed backup and recovery using AWS.
• Use any AWS site as the recovery target. Protected
sources can be a Sungard AS site, your site, Azure, or
an AWS site
• Very low Recovery Time Objective (RTO) SLAs—as low
as 2 hours
• Upfront cost reductions; customers pay for required
resources ATOT/D plus a monthly fee
• No lower limit on the amount of data under protection

Sungard AS Consulting Services
Our consulting teams will work alongside your team to
address the critical challenges you face, regardless of your
organisation’s size or industry. Our expertise and approach is
further supported with a Sungard AS suite of flexible managed
services and recovery solutions suited for complex, hybrid
environments that are constantly coping with change. Our
core strengths include:
• Managing complexity
• Reducing risk
• Protecting and evolving IT strategy and operations
It’s our mission to help you improve the availability, security,
recoverability and performance of your business, all while
staying compliant with regulatory mandates.
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WHY SUNGARD AS?
With more than 40 years of experience helping customers meet their availability goals, we can help you
leverage our cloud and hosting services to create the highly resilient and responsive environment you
need. As a result, you can move forward with less complexity and more speed as you race to deliver the
innovative applications that will differentiate you in the future. Let us assess your business requirements
and create a tailored path to our cloud and hosting services today.

To learn more, visit www.sungardas.com or call us at 1-866-714-7209.

About Sungard Availability Services
Sungard Availability Services provides managed IT services, information availability consulting services, business continuity management
software, and disaster recovery services.
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